
PMO PROJECT MANAGEMENT

Learn what a project management office (PMO) should do, what types you should consider, and who really needs one.

For PMO professionals, that means adapting behavior and practices. Or it will highlight where changes to the
PMO framework are needed. Conclusion: PMO Is More Relevant Than Ever Before Even though there have
been advances in program delivery using both waterfall and agile methodologies, more thought could be
placed around the delivery of projects including deployment and product launches. Learning is not needed!
Did the PMO provide coaching and mentoring that improved the skills of the project teams? The Project
Management Lifecycle. There is a tendency for organizations to start a project management office without
assessing the risks and benefits upfront. These roles include: Project schedulers. This creates increased
pressure to deliver a higher volume of projects with finite resources, while still growing the business. Without
this mandate, the PMO department is just another silo fighting to establish its voice in the organization.
Understanding the basics What are the roles and responsibilities of PMO? Typically enterprise PMOs report to
the CEO and have the authority to make strategic and tactical decisions across all projects. Staff do not have
the confident or enough maturity to properly kick start business project initiatives. The PMO function must
define the standardized processes that govern project management including the tools used to manage projects.
Each activity consists of a set of steps required to perform. The deliverables of the IT projects didn't align with
business goal and objectives. This can hinder the reallocation of resources where an organization needs them
most, impacting the cost of the project, time to market and bottom line. Which, of course, improves your
customer satisfaction. There are different types of PMOs that organizations can consider. These are most
common in highly regulated, high risk environments. PMOs can be internal or external facing too. PMO
objectives can be focused on governance, communication, managing resources, strategic planning, and
coaching. It creates synergy amongst project managers ensuring a smoother sail on a project basis. They can
provide coaching opportunities to team members, improving skill sets where needed. The PMO plays a key
role in the management of projects from a strategic level. With the fast-paced digital expansion and constant
disruption of technologies, uprooting stable industries and companies need to maintain and grow their market
share or die by the sword trying. By adapting to your company environment, a PMO can take on a wider range
of functions and responsibilities, supporting projects across the business. Divisional PMO: Provides support to
projects for a specific line of business within the organization. This can validate the PMO framework. PMO
provides coaching that allows for opportunities to improve skill sets where needed. Someone in the company
needs to keep track of all the processes, changes, conflicts, risks and make decisions.


